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NISTH Fellows, Prof Lee Pooi See (Dean, Graduate College,
Professor, School of Materials Science and Engineering), Prof
Wang Rong (President's Chair Professor, School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering) and Assoc Prof Yeong Wai Yee (Associate
Chair (Students) School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering),
were named in this year's SG100 Women in Tech List (SG100WIT).
Marking the Year of Celebrating SG Women (dedicated by the Ministry of
Social and Family Development), the list celebrates and recognises women
based in Singapore for their contributions to the tech industry. Organised
by the Singapore Computer Society (SCS), in collaboration with
SG Women in Tech and Infocomm Media Development Authority
(IMDA), it seeks role models who inspire with her passion to succeed. It
celebrates their journey of resolute dedication, compassion and
achievements, to influence and lead numerous others to carve
their own unique path through technology.

In its second year, the nominees were assessed based on their expertise and visionary abilities, achievements, innovation
and inspiration. The key objectives of the SG100WIT list are to: Sustain momentum and build up Singapore Women in
Tech (SG WiT) as an industry wide movement; Promote greater gender diversity in the tech sector so that women can
pursue their career in IT; Nurture a more active community among female tech leaders, practitioners and students
studying STEM and Provide thought leadership and nurture younger talents.
LEE, Pooi See: She is one of the world’s most influential scientists in deformable soft electronics and energy devices for
human-machine interface. Her work has resulted in technology translations on flexible sensors and actuators, stretchable
wearable electronics, electrochromics and energy harvesters. She holds more than 60 filed and granted patents. Her prolific
spirit of technology innovation led to her being elected as a Fellow, National Academy of Inventors 2020, the highest
professional distinction accorded to academic inventors.
WANG, Rong: With over 30 years of experience in chemical and environmental engineering, water and energy research
and innovation, Dr Wang’s inventions have led to 30 patents and technical disclosures for novel membrane fabrication.
She is the Editor-in-Chief of Journal of Membrane Science, a flagship journal in the global membrane community, and has
led the Singapore Membrane Technology Centre (SMTC) at NEWRI, NTU for 10 years.
YEONG, Wai Yee: An expert in 3D printing research, Wai Yee’s research and innovative leadership are well-recognised
internationally. She has accumulated over 20 intellectual properties that include new processes, 3D printable metal alloy
and hydrogel. Her early research in tissue engineering has also produced possibilities like creating new substitutes for
organs or tissues.
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WANG Rong
Dr Wang received her bachelor’s degree from Zhejiang University,
China and her PhD from Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). She
joined NTU in 2008 as an Associate Professor and made Full Professor
in 2014. She served as the Chair of the School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering (CEE) at NTU from 2014 to 2020. Dr
Wang supported Dr Tony Fane in setting up Singapore Membrane
Technology Centre (SMTC) and was made Deputy Director in 2008
before becoming Director of SMTC in 2012.
Dr Wang has over 30 years of experience in Chemical and Environmental Engineering, Water and Energy related research
and innovation. She specialises in novel membrane development for water and wastewater treatment, liquid purification
and gas separation, and in the development of novel hybrid membrane systems and process simulation.
Dr Wang has over 320 SCI tracked journal publications and is the inventor of 30 patents/ technical disclosures for novel
membrane fabrication. Her inventions led to the setting up of 3 spin-off companies: Aquaporin Asia (2011) for
biomimetic membrane commercialization, Aromatec Pte Ltd (2018) for the forward osmosis (FO) membrane technology
used in the food and beverage industry and MEM+ Technology Pte Ltd (2020) for her bio-programmable hollow fiber
reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) membranes for water reuse and desalination.
Dr Wang was featured among the top 25 leading water researchers globally by Lux Research in 2013, and was the winner of the
Singapore’s Minister for National Development R&D Award in 2013. She received the prestigious “Alternative Water Prize” from
Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz International Prize for Water (PSIPW) from Saudi Arabia in 2016, and was awarded Nanyang Research
Award in 2018. She was appointed President’s Chair in Civil and Environmental Engineering at NTU in 2019 and conferred Fellow
of the Academy of Engineering Singapore in 2020.
What inspired you to venture into your current research is in membrane science, water & wastewater treatment and chemical &
environmental engineering processes?
Water resource is a cornerstone of humanity’s sustainability, and yet water scarcity affects four billion people everyday. I am a strong
believer that wastewater is a valuable resource, while seawater represents a virtually infinite source of water which we can tap upon.
Securing affordable and sustainable water supplies by wastewater reclamation and seawater desalination have thus motivated me in
the pursuit of innovative, low-energy and cost-effective membrane separation technologies.
I hope that my work in advancing membrane science and technology at the water-energy nexus can help to address the global water
scarcity challenge.
Tell us more about your current research and what you look to pursue next.
Over the last 15 years, we have made great progress in fundamental study on membrane science, and developed novel highlyeffective membranes for water applications. Improving the technology readiness level for technology translation is critical. I
believe commercialization of advanced membrane technology should be the ultimate goal of all membrane research.
Thus I am pursuing technology translation for my several inventions by working closely with industrial partners. Meanwhile, I am
exploring new applications of membrane technology for CO2 capture and energy related topics.
Has the water and energy research changed over time and what do you see it evolving into? Is it a space for more women?
Today, water and energy systems are interdependent with research at the water–energy nexus becoming increasingly popular in
recent years. Over time, a more integrated approach is needed to address the challenges and opportunities at the water-energy nexus.
Most certainly, there is huge potential for women to add value towards this area. I have many successful female students and staff
working together with me and their contributions are true testaments that women can make a difference.
What advice would you give to young undergraduates (especially girls looking to do tech research)?
Interdisciplinary work is very important. For young undergraduates: be open-minded, broaden your knowledge and build a solid
foundation for your future endeavour.
How would you evaluate the importance of interdisciplinary collaboration and how has it affected your research?
Today’s challenges and opportunities at the water-energy nexus are very complex and involve many stakeholders. Interdisciplinary
collaboration thus becomes extremely important. No one can succeed by his own knowledge and experience in a single domain.
How do you think your research impacts society?
NEWater and desalinated water are crucial for the water security of Singapore. In the NEWater production and seawater
desalination processes, the key technology is the RO membrane process. However, current commercial RO membranes are far from
perfect given their low water permeability.
My work focuses on developing highly-effective and energy-efficient membranes for water reuse and desalination. For
example, our newly invented RO hollow fiber membrane is able to double the water permeability of conventional commercial
RO membranes while maintaining similar salt rejections. This significantly reduces operating energy consumption up to
40-50%, which can translate to a significant amount of economic benefit, and create great social impact.
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YEONG Wai Yee
Assoc Prof Yeong Wai Yee, received her BEng (1st class Hons)
and PhD degrees in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
(MAE) from the Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in
2003 and 2006, respectively. Prior to joining MAE in 2013, she has
extensive industrial experience in technical and supervisory
functions in research and development, manufacturing and quality
systems.
Her main research interest is in 3D printing, bioprinting and the translational of the advanced technologies for industrial
applications. Her current research topics include 3D printing of new materials, hybrid electronic-mechanical structures
and bioprinting for tissue engineering. Her work is interdisciplinary in nature and is located at the interface of different
disciplines such as Engineering, Materials Science, Physics, Social Sciences and Clinical Medicine, where her papers are found to
be highly cited in.
Among the many caps Prof Yeong wears, she serves as the Associate Chair (Students) at MAE, managing a student population of
over 2500. She is the Program Director (Aerospace and Defence) at the Singapore Centre for 3D Printing (SC3DP) and also at
HP-NTU Digital Manufacturing Corporate Labs.
You chose a unique PhD topic, at that time, to study 3D Printing. What motivated you to choose that and why?
The topic that I worked on was 3D printed scaffold for tissue engineering, which is a field that combines engineering, design, biology
and materials. The technology of 3D printing enables new design of scaffold or implant that have not been made before using
conventional technology. I see amazing freedom enabled by 3D printing for the applications in healthcare.
Your current research is in a number of fields - 3D bioprinting, flexible printed electronics, smart cellular systems hybrid metal
printing and Machine learning in 3D Printing. What inspired you to venture into so many topics?
All of these fields, those seem diverse at one glance, they share a big commonality, which is 3D printing. There are different
techniques in 3D printing of different materials, but the fundamentals are common as the physical principles are translational across
different fields. This is why I am able to develop knowhow in one field, and extend the knowhow in other fields to create new
innovation based on the technology of 3D printing. In essence, I am just very curious on the limits of 3D printing and therefore I
keep pushing the boundaries!
3D printing as a digital technology has the privilege to be connected to data science efficiently. By using machine learning, we can
predict and optimize the process of 3D printing of new materials to generate more success. It is an inevitable trend towards industry
4.0
Would you please tell us more about your current research and what you look to pursue next.
My current research includes working on high resolution bioprinting, development of 3D printed grippers and new applications of
printed electronics. I am also working on applying machine learning technique to improve the research of 3D printing.
Has the 3D Printing industry changed over time and what do you see it evolving into? Is it a space for more women?
Yes, there are a lot of consolidation and displacement of technology over the years in the field of 3D printing. It is now approaching
maturity and becoming a valuable design and manufacturing tool in many different industries. 3D printing can be a complex
problem as the design, material, process and end application are all interconnected. It takes a holistic view to fully capture the value
of 3D printing. I think it is a space for more women as this technology provides enough room for new angle and approaches to be
developed with regard to the interconnected linkages.
What advice would you give to young undergraduates (especially girls looking to do tech research)?
I would like to advise our students to be more adventurous, learn widely, and be curious. Believe in your passion!
How would you evaluate the importance of interdisciplinary collaboration and how has it affected your research?
3D printing itself is already interdisciplinary as it involves design, materials science, process simulation, and different physical
processes. At current era of research, we must collaborate to achieve great results together. It is especially evident that some of the
most impactful work that I have achieved is through collaboration with other fields, for example, developing new haptic anatomical
models with the school of medicine to influence the way medical education is delivered; creating new tissue models or implant by
working with the medical practitioners etc. I also work with companies a lot on creatin new applications using 3D printing. I enjoy
learning from my collaborators on the insights of their specialized fields.
How do you think your research impacts society?
My research helps to create new applications and new way of doing things in different industries.
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Glen de Vries (1972 - 2021)
In Memoriam
Mr Glen de Vries, co-founder and former co-CEO of Medidata Solutions, the world's most
used clinical research platform, Vice-Chair of Life Sciences & Healthcare at Dassault
Systèmes and most recently a space tourist, died in a plane crash, on 11 November 2021, at
the age of 49.

Glen de Vries, was an entrepreneur, philanthropist, aviation and
space enthusiast, digital health visionary and trailblazer, who
transformed clinical trials forever.
- New York Times
De Vries grew up in New York and showed a passion for computers from a very young
age. He also studied computer science at New York University's Courant Institute of
Mathematics. He graduated from Mellon College of Science, at Carnagie Mellon
University (CMU), with a degree in molecular biology and genetics. He worked as a
research scientist on prostate cancer, at the Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center, before
starting Medidata. He continuted to be a strong advocate and supporter of his
alma mater. He served as a member of the university's Board of Trustees, and was recently named the chair of the university's
'Make Possible campaign'. He also was a member of the Mellon College of Science Dean's Council, served on the President's Global
Advisory Council and provided mentorship to students in the Mellon College of Science and the Swartz Center for
Entrepreneurship. In 2017, he endowed the deanship of the Mellon College of Science and was honored with CMU's Alumni
Achievement Award for his global impact.
In addition to his service at CMU, de Vries was a Columbia HITLAB Fellow, a member of the Healthcare Businesswomen's
Association European Advisory Board, and served on the board of the Young Scientist Foundation, which prepares high school
students for success at the university level through training and mentorship.
De Vries was a champion for science and had a vision for a technology-driven future of science and rallied support for this vision in
every possible way. De Vries drove Medidata’s mission, from 1999 to 2019, of “powering smarter treatments and healthier people”
by advancing transformation in clinical research with technology, non-traditional ways of thinking, and industry collaboration.
Over more than two decades, de Vries worked with the largest pharma companies, small biotechs, and medical device companies
across tens-of-thousands of clinical trials. In 2019, Dassault Systèmes took over Medidata, and as the Vice-Chair of Life Sciences
and Healthcare, he leveraged the Medidata platform, including billions of records from millions of patient volunteers across
virtually every therapeutic area, along with the broader scientific, manufacturing and virtual twin capabilities of 3DS to transform
not just the creation of new therapies, but their ultimate delivery to patients around the world. His articles and papers have
appeared in Applied Clinical Trials, Cancer, The Journal of Urology, Molecular Diagnostics, and other journals. His book, "The
Patient Equation" (de Vries & Blachman, 2020), envisioned a future of medicine inspired by his decades of experience in life
sciences.
On 13 October 2021, Captain Clinical, as he was fondly known, fulfilled his lifelong dream to travel to space. He accompanied
actor William Shatner, Australian entrepreneur Chris Boshuizen and Blue Origin executive Audrey Powers, on a New Shepard
rocket as part of the Blue Origin NS-18 suborbital mission into outer space, and traveled to space. In an interview, prior to his takeoff, he said that he was looking forward to seeing the Earth from a different perspective and feeling differently about humanity and
our planet. On landing, he hoped to get others interested in the space industry so they can experience it too and he was convinced
that this is something we need to make accessible, in an equitable way, to as many people on the planet as possible. His simple
convictions to make the extraordinary accessible to the masses shows his passion and commitment to the greater good.
NISTH has been fortunate to have had the opportunity to interact with Glen de Vries. Besides sharing with us his career journey,
and the lessons learnt, he shared his vision on the role of digital transformation and artificial intelligence in the age of precision
medicine, including how the industry can use it to improve and speed up clinical trial processes and decision making for
accelerated outcomes for patients. He gave us a glimpse into what the life sciences and clinical trials industry will look like in the
next 10 years and the skills and talent that the industry will need. He even took the time after the event to record his answers, from
his office at Medidata, to some follow-up questions that could not be answered due to time constraints.
While his large Lego model of the Blue Origin, remains unfinished in his apartment, his quick and mischievous sense of humor, his
fascination for culture and his many talents will live on in many a heart. His dedication to powering smarter treatments and a
healthier public, will forever remain his legacy.
Content collated from: Medidata, CMU news, NYTimes and Wikipedia
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NISTH Fellows’ expertise in environmental sustainability
Iuna Tsyrulneva (Dr)
Iuna is NISTH Postdoctoral Fellow with PhD in Materials Science from NTU. Besides
social, environmental and economic sustainability, she is passionate about research on and
analysis of emerging science and technology trends with a pronounced societal impact and
helping multi-stakeholder teams promote innovative interdisciplinary approaches to address
social issues.
Six years have passed since most of countries officially recognized the
exacerbated environmental threat and committed to collaborative efforts in mitigating global
warming by undertaking a set of actions. It led to signing Paris Agreement at COP21 (Conference of the
Parties). In 2021, COP26 held in Glasgow called for more rigorous action in the view of findings
provided earlier by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 6th Assessment Report (IPCC AR6). The
IPCC experts emphasize on stronger than ever evidence that the world is on the brink of achieving 1.5 C warming
in the next two decades which calls for urgent transformational changes to policies, governance and
legislation. They also warn that no domain, area or continent will be left unimpacted by climate change.
Slowing down or even reversing global warming by maintaining
high level of economic activity is virtually impossible
without understanding the factors and indicators of climate change,
development of new materials and elaboration of solutions for
sustainable use of resources.
NTU researchers and, in particular, NISTH Fellows are deeply
involved in the research on the approaches to mitigate global
warming and adapt to new realities. The analysis of publications
demonstrated that there are two solid research clusters in
environmental sustainability:
•
Sustainable energy and storage generation, focusing
on the development of energy capacitors, solar cells and
solar panels, mechanical harvestors, materials for capturing
CO2, as well as on recycling of used batteries and recovery
of valuable metals, led by Prof Subodh
Mhaisalkar,
Prof Madhavi Srinivasan, Prof Lee Pooi See and others;

Prof Wang Rong and others.

•
Wastewater treatment, emphasizing on the development of
efficient membranes & sorbents forwater purification, abating
persistent pollutants, studies on the microbial communities at
various surfaces, as well as exploring disease surveillance and the
effect of treated water on living organisms, steered by
Assoc Prof Shane Snyder, Prof Chew Jia Wei, Prof Stefan Wuertz,

The research is supported by Energy Research Institute @ NTU (ERI@N), Singapore Centre on Environmental Life
Sciences Engineering (SCELSE), and Nanyang Environment & Water Research Institute (NEWRI).
The emerging areas in environmental sustainability in NTU that have a potential to become world-leading centres of
excellence are:
• Studies on sea level rise as an indicator of climate change, pioneered by Prof Benjamin Horton;
• Land use management and urban development, exploring the interdependence of anthropogenic land-use and
natural hazards and the importance of incorporating ecosystem-based management approaches into
urban planning, actively explored by Asst Prof Perrine Hamel and Asst Prof Janice Lee;
• Communicating sustainability, focusing on the approaches to promote pro-environmental behaviour
and to understand perceptions towards clean energy, with a lot of efforts put in by Prof Shirley Ho
and Asst Prof Sonny Rosenthal; and
• Food sustainability, including waste valorisation and fostering alternative proteins development, led by
Prof William Chen.
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CONGRATULATIONS!!
We take this opportunity to congratulate our Fellows for their many achievements.
Named Chair Professors
Named Chair Professorships recognise the achievements of early-career, mid-career and senior faculty.

Benjamin HORTON

AXA - Nanyang Professor,
Natural Hazards
Mentor, Commonwealth Futures

LEE Pooi See -

President’s Chair
Materials Science and
Engineering

TAN Lay Poh

President’s Chair Actuarial
Risk Management

President’s Chair
Communication Studies

Most Cited Researchers 2021

Career Promotions and Appointments

Co-Director, Interdisciplinary
Collaborative Core (ICC)

TAN Ken Seng

May Oo LWIN

Sanjay CHOTIRMALL

Highly Cited Researchers 2021 list by Clarivate Analytics
6,602 international researchers were named in the Highly Cited
Researchers 2021 list by Clarivate Analytics. The annual list identifies,
recognises and celebrates the true pioneers in thier fields, in terms of their
impact on the research community, as measured by the rate, their work
has been cited by others over the last decade. These papers rank in the top
1% by citations for field and year in the Web of Science™.

Associate Professor with tenure
Assistant Dean, Faculty Affairs

LEE Pooi See
Kimberly KLINE

Subodh
MHAISALKAR

SETOH Pei Pei

Full Professor

Madhavi
SRINIVASAN

Associate Professor

Other Awards

Tao CHEN

Nanyang Education
Award (School)

Sanjay CHOTIRMALL

NHG# Research Impact Award
NMRC* Clinician Scientist Award
Expertscape World Expert in Bronchiectasis

Jun-koo KANG

Research Impact Award
Meta-Research Innovation Center
D.K. Kim Distinguished Scholar Award
Korean and American Finance Assoc

GAO Huajian

2021 Timoshenko Medal, ASME**
2022 TMS William D. Nix Award

Joanne NGEOW

NMRC* Clinician Scientist Award
SkillsFuture Fellow Award 2021

HO Hau Yan, Andy

Health Professions Education Research
Investigator Award (Silver Award),
SingHealth & Biomedical Congress

Shane Allen SNYDER

Clarke Prize Laureate: Athalie Richardson
Irvine Clarke Prize Stanford University
NHG# - Nantional Healthcare Group;
NMRC* - National Medical Research Council;
ASME** - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
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NISTH ColLabs - A New Open Call to be Launched!
Launched under NISTH Interdisciplinary Collaborative Research
Program, NISTH ColLabs, enables researchers to start
a NISTH supported lab on a novel interdisciplinary topic or field
that is in development and brings together NTU expertise in a
unique way as well as connect to international experts and networks.

societal impact.

These partnerships, inclusive rather than insular, aim to bring
together NTU faculty from disciplines cutting across STEM and
non-STEM, with established researchers and professionals from
academia, industry and community. As opposed to traditional
research funding for individual research projects, this grant seeks to
seed new research communities and collaborations. A NISTH
ColLabs will comprise of a core interdisciplinary team of
NTU faculty who will build a network of researchers with the
aim of exploring a new research topic or field with a strong focus on

A NISTH ColLabs will be supported with seed funding over multiple years to position a new interdisciplinary research topic
or field, adopt an open-ended problem solving approach and create a network of international collaboration. The funding
could be used for instance to strengthen international network, organise a workshop or book sprint, exchange ideas in a
series of meetings, develop educational content or support the development of a larger research proposal. We anticipate
that these labs would lead to bigger projects with funding from other sources, and the creation of sustained networks
benefiting society in the future.
Each awarded lab will be supported administratively, financially and will benefit from the organisational and coordinating
capabilities available at NISTH. NISTH will also support communication activities, proposal writing efforts and showcasing
the lab at the NISTH space on campus. We aim to establish up to 3 NISTH ColLabs with funding of max SGD 25,000 per
year for a period of 2-3 years after which continuity will be assessed and approved for further funding.
DETAILS COMING SOON!

NISTH PAST EVENTS
NISTH ThinkOut: Algorithms and Social Harm - 9 November 2021

It has been found that online content has caused offline harm on many occasions. Aside from political controversies, Frances Haugen’s
testimony highlighted that ‘amplification algorithms’ and ‘engagement based ranking’ affects human behavior and encourages destructive content.
Prof Boh Wai Fong and Assoc Prof Andres Luco discussed the affects and impact of algorithms on society. They also shared their concerns and
views on corporate social responsibility, fact checking, propagation of fake news and such. They highlighted the greater risks and privacy
exposure that will come along with the new metaverse. The event had an overwhelming response of over 120 participants interested in
understanding the workings of algorithms and to learn quick fixes in protecting their privacies and curating content. The discussion began
with 39% of the audience holding the government responsible in governing algorithms that shape the behaviours of people which rose to
45% by the end.
Watch the webinar at: NISTH YouTube Channel and listen to it at: NISTH Podcasts
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TCS Innovation Forum 2021: Greening our Digital DNA
- 9 November 2021

The TCS Innovation Forum Asia Pacific 2021 was designed for global business, technology, innovation and ESG leaders. The forum was a
succinct session of insights and discussions on the latest in technology and innovation towards our sustainable future. The session began
with a plenary lecture on building sustainable futures, and followed by parallel breakout session on 'Greening our Digital DNA' and 'The
Great Work Reset'. NISTH Director, Vanessa Evers was part of the panel on the former breakout, where they shared their views on the
butterfly effect of technology as it impacts a the entire systems and how they can facilitate better outcomes and how different stakeholders
are taking the lead in innovation. Vanessa spoke on the innovation at the cross over of STEM and non-STEM fields.

NISTH ThinkOut: Genomics and the New Inequalities
- 3 December 2021

While it has significantly altered the way researchers, scientists and clinicians develop diagnostics, therapeutic strategies and treatment
options, it has also raised a the concern of inequality. Lineage, race, ethnicity and socioeconomic status have always incited disparities in
health care. With the increased application of technology in healthcare, is Genomics the new perpetrator? Assoc Prof Joanne Ngeow and
Asst Prof Ian McGonigle put forth strong arguments and discussed how certain inequalities are being pronounced and highlighted the
need for education to be of foremost importance. They also mentioned that governance is key in regulating usage and application.
Watch the webinar at: NISTH YouTube Channel and listen to it at: NISTH Podcasts
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Falling Walls Conference 2021- 8 to 9 November 2021
Falling Walls Lab is a renowned worldclass international platform that aims to
attract
a
diverse
and
interdisciplinary pool of students,
researchers,
and
early-career
professionals to
help them drive
their innovations, develops their
communication skills, and connects
them with each other, creating a
global network and impactful and
sustainable community of innovators
and changemakers.
Annually, selected participants are
given the opportunity to participate
in a pitch competition and present
their work to peers, a high-calibre
jury of experts from academia and
business, and the general public,
competing to win a chance to
compete in the global Falling Walls
Lab Finale in Berlin, Germany on 8
November and a ticket to the
Falling Walls Conference. At the
global Finale, 100 finalists from all
over the world compete to become the
Breakthrough
Winner
in
the
Emerging Talents category of Falling
Walls, taking home the title and prize
money, and receiving the opportunity to
pitch their idea once again on the grand
stage of the Falling Walls Conference.
On 10 September, 12 shortlisted
candidates from all over Singapore
came together online for a brilliant
display of their projects. Cindy Ow
from A*STAR stood out as the
final
winner
with
her
presentation, “Breaking the Wall
of Universal Science Communication”
and represented Singapore on the international stage along
with over 70 other international contenders.
As Singapore’s representative, Cindy OW, during her
multi-day stay in Berlin, took part in a broad extended
program that
includes
a
coaching
session
and
networking dinner, expert workshops on a broad range of
topics such as career development, entrepreneurial skills,
and academic publishing, and
events
hosted
by
prestigious
German
research organisations such as the
German Research Foundation (DFG). Although Cindy did not
manage to get a placing in the top three, she had fully taken
advantage of the occasions to network and rub shoulders
with fellow young changemakers and also opportunities to
meet with international luminaries and thought-leaders. It was a
valuable experience for her.
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Young Global Leaders: NTU Executive Education Module:
Imagining Technological Futures - 15 - 19 November 2021
This second edition of the executive education module designed by Nanyang Technological University for the
Young Global Leaders Forum, the program was aimed at fostering creative and plural thinking about the
future. Our concepts and ideas about the future are closely tied to our imaginations of science and technology –
science and technology will no doubt have a profound effect on the ways in which we live, work, and play. Imaginings
are critical if we hope both to avoid the worst consequences of technology and to harness technologies for good. Simply:
if we can’t imagine it, then we can’t do it.

“It helped me see
a very different
perspective of life
what's ahead &
how we can use
technology to be
prepared for the
future.”
The YGLs jumped in feet first into the workshop by Asst Prof Davide Benvenuti, who brought them through an
immersive digital experience on the online system Engineering Historical Memory (EMH) using historical objects, maps,
and ancient manuscripts with an automatic real-time update for relevant scholarly publications, images, and videos. The
workshop seeks to spur creative input and innovative solutions on how knowledge aggregation can be expanded to other
field of enquiry to take advantage of the system's interactivity.

“The module
was a fantastic,
truly enriching
and mindexpanding
experience.”

In this 5-days online program, 29 Young Global Leaders hailing from over 18 countries and territories gathered
together for workshops that ranged from science fiction writing to film-making, to learn how to think imaginatively
about science and technology by thinking with and through science fiction. These exercises in “world-building” would
hopefully help them explore new perspectives in their global and community work.
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HAPPENINGS: Get Involved!
NISTH ColLabs Grant Call
Launched under NISTH Interdisciplinary Collaborative Research Program, NISTH
ColLabs, enables researchers to start a NISTH supported lab on a novel
interdisciplinary topic or field that is in development and brings together NTU
expertise in a unique way as well as connect to international experts and networks.
A NISTH ColLab will be supported administratively, financially and will benefit
from the organisational and coordinating capabilities available at NISTH.
NISTH will also support communication activities, proposal writing efforts
and
showcasing
the
lab
at
the NISTH space on campus.
Look out for the details of the grant call - COMING SOON!

NISTH ThinkOuts 2021
At NISTH, we address societal challenges through transdisciplinary team research,
combining the latest in science and engineering with deep domain knowledge from
Social Science, Humanities, Business and the Arts. In each Think Out, we bring
together leading researchers and industry experts from very different disciplinary
backgrounds, to discuss and debate an important question the world is facing. In
2021, we have had the opportunity to interact and discuss with our experts on 6
occassions. If you missed attending the webinars, you can now watch and listen to
them on our YouTube and Podcast Channels.
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